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CHAPTER X 
INTRODUCTION 
Education In the United States has always been eon* 
aidered a state function* In order to fulfill the respon* 
sibility of furnishing high quality instruction in the pub* 
* 
lie schools and to raise the standards of the teaching pro* 
fes8ion> the state has found it necessary to establish and 
to control certification requirements for teachers* lUth 
the exception of Massachusetts, all of the states have nos 
enacted laws governing the certification of teachers. How* 
over, since these statutes constitute minimum requirements, 
no state prohibits local authorities to establish higher 
standards than those proscribed by law. Hence, the require* 
meats of the Local Board of Education often reach far be* 
yond the statuatory mininumsj this is especially true of 
the larger city systems.3. 
Trend in Certification *• Although a definite trend to 
increase certification requirements has existed for the 
past tWQnty*five years, the most significant advances have 
occured during the last decade* The academic requirements1 2 
for certification on the secondary level have now been in* 
creased to the point that only one state (Oklahoma) contin* 
ues to grant high school certificates to teachers with loss 
(1) Keeder, f.O. The Fundamentals of Public school 
Administration, pp* 178*165* 
(2) "Teachers in the Public Schools*" B*S»A* Research 
Bull* XXVII, no* 4 (December, 1949) p* 130. 
than four years of college training, #ille four states 
(Arizona, California, Hew York, Washington) require five 
years* 
A tendency on the part of both local and state boards 
to increase the amount of professional education and teach¬ 
ing experience needed for certification has also been in 
evidence* A recent survey of the United tates3 indicates 
the following! (1) the minimum state requirements in pro¬ 
fessional education range from 9 to 27 semester hours with 
a median of 18 semester hours} (2) practice (student) 
teaching requirements are now made by all but five states, 
the range being 2-10 semester hours with a mean of 4*3 sem¬ 
ester hours* Local demands, in this respect, surpass state 
standards* In general, the larger city systems are in a 
position to offer higher salaries than those of the smaller 
school systems; therefore, they feel that this substantial 
salary differential is sufficient Justification for requir¬ 
ing candidates to possess from one to two years of actual 
teaching experience*4 Moreover, it is not uncommon to find 
that these larger cities also require a Master’s degree of 
new appointees* 
Increasing Complexity of Teacher Selection — As a 
(3) Frasier, 8.", arrsnary of Teacher Certification 
Requirements, 1947-48* pp« 3, S'# 1 
(4) Reeder, W#G# op* cit* p. 180# 
— 4 — 
consequence of the progress in elevating the standards of 
the teaching profession achieved thru the efforts of the 
tate and Local Boards of Education and the organised 
teaching profession, the problem of teacher selection has 
become more complex* To augment this condition, m find 
that sinco orld &r 11, a nation-wide campaign designed 
to awaken the general public to the full realisation of 
i 
the Importance of the teacher in our democracy has gained 
a surprising degree of success* In all probability, m 
shall find the public exerting increasingly more influence 
In procurring hotter teaching personnel in +he future* 
Heed for Evaluating Teacher Trainees — If our schools 
are to prepare our youth for successful participation in 
all phases of our democratic society,5 and if Edue tion i3 
to keep pace with the advances in Industry and cienco. It 
Is imperative that teacher training Institutions keep 
abreast of the demands of society* 31 th the increasing 
emphasis on more and better professional training for teach* 
ore, it becomes evident that these Institutions must male© 
provisions for evaluating thoir educational products* 
In this study, such an evaluation shall be made for 
the Department of Education at the University of Massachu¬ 
setts* It is apparent that the results of an Investigation 
of one institution do not lend themselves to wide-scale 
(5) Duggan, S. History of Education* pp. 302-306* 
5 - 
application* However* it is hoped that* In addition to the 
one concerned here, other teacher training institutions of 
the Comonwealth will find this study helpful in evaluating 
their efforts to produce teachers with training commensurate 
with the demands of society. It is further hoped that the 
study will offer administrators and supervisors an addition¬ 
al "yardstick** to the character and the proficiency of the 
training of present day teachers and will enable future mem¬ 
bers of the teaching profession to anticipate, to a certain 
degree, the qualifications that they will be expected to 
meet. 
» 
f 
. ' 
CHAPTER II 
STATKMKHT OF PHOBLI2H Aiffl OUTLINE OF PROCKDURE 
V 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE 
There exists a felt need on the part of the Department 
of Education at the University of Massachusetts for an anal¬ 
ysis of the records of past teacher trainees. This need is 
an outgrowth of several pressing conditions. First, the re¬ 
cent progress In raising the standards of the teaching pro¬ 
fession, which has already been discussed, makes such a 
v 
study of paramount Import once. econd, the universal short¬ 
age of teachers, sihleh is most critical on the elementary 
level at the present time and which will become more severe 
on the secondary level in the next decade, indicates a need 
for an effective recruiting program. Therefore, an analysis 
of the background and past pex*formanco of teacher trainees 
should prove beneficial In formulating such a program. 
Third, the Influx of Education students expected in the fu¬ 
ture will necessitate a rigid system of elimination in 
order to eliminate those that prove to be unfit for teach¬ 
ing during the training period. It is hopod that this study 
will shed some light on the standards that must be maintain¬ 
ed during the training process. These, then, arc the broad 
objectives that have prompted this study. 
Statement of Problem — This study shall concern Itself 
with the examination and the analysis of the college records 
of 139 students *o have prepared for the teaching profes¬ 
sion at the University of Massachusetts during the period 
1938-48. It shall attempt to ascertain the general charac- 
8 - 
teristics pertaining to tho background and tho training of 
these students and to determine statistically the central 
tendencies and relationships that* aay be present In the re¬ 
cords of their training* 
Limitations — It la fully realised that academic re¬ 
cords do not reveal all the characteristics that are desir¬ 
able In a good teacher and therefore, that limitations ex¬ 
ist in such records. Personality traits, disciplinary abil¬ 
ity, voice quality, and planning ability cannot be measured 
by such means but scholastic standing and professional pre¬ 
paration are equally important and can bo accurately deter¬ 
mined. 
Subjects and Materials — Since academic records con¬ 
stitute the only source of impartial data that remain after 
students graduate, and since they or© particularly suited 
to statistical methods, this medium was chosen as a basis 
for the study. 
A list of students who possessed sufficient prepara¬ 
tion to have warranted reconsaendation for practice t ©aching 
experience was obtained from the Department of Education* 
A number of these who wore transfer students, graduate stu¬ 
dents, or i&io otherwise possessed Incomplete records wore 
deleted from this list; a total of 159 with sufficient data 
for study remained. The complete college records of these 
students in tho Office of the University Registrar were 
made available for study. 
* 9 
Collection of Data — The next step in the procedure 
consisted of the collection of all necessary data from the 
files of the Registrar* A 5” x 8” card form ms found con* 
venient for this purpose. A sample form is shorn in Appen¬ 
dices I and II* Use of this form permitted the collection 
of the following information for each individual concerned 
in the studyt 
Front Side* 
1* Ram© and Sox 
2* Major 
5* High School Attended 
4* Class 
5* Hank on Entrance Examination 
6# Position in Graduating Class 
7. Average 4 yr* Grade 
8* Average Grades by semester and by Year 
9* Humber of Courses Pursued in Major 
10* Average Grade in Major 
11* Humber of Courses Pursued in Education 
12* Average Grade in Education 
13* Type of Education Courses Pursued and Grade 
Attained 
14* Number and Type of Education Coursos taken 
before Practice Teaching 
15* Cements — pecializations, Irregularities 
Hovers© Side* 
16* Activities — social, Scholastic, Administrative 
17* Clubs 
18* Evidence of Leadership 
19* Athletics 
Definition of Terms — In order to avoid misunderstand¬ 
ings later in the discussion, a certain number of terns in¬ 
volved in the study shall be defined here. 
“Passing Grade” — The University employs the percentage 
system of marking; a grade of 60 signifies a passing grade* 
wBank on Entrance Examination” — A General Aptitude 
Examination is given to entering Freshmen; an individualfs 
raw score on this examination is transformed to a rank num¬ 
ber which denotes his standing in relation to the rest of 
his class. The ranks range from 0,000 to 1.000, the latter 
being tho highest, 
**Position in Graduating Class11 — Each individualfs 
position in the graduating class is based on his 4 yr, av¬ 
erage grade; on the college record this appears as a ratio, 
e.g. 120/225, For purpose of comparison, it was necessary 
to transform these ratios to ranks with the same range as 
the Hanks on the lintrance iheamination. This was easily 
accomplished by changlneach ratio to a decimal and sub¬ 
tracting it from 1,000. Thus, the ratio above transformed 
into a rank number becomes 1,000 - ,533 or 0*467, 
Statistical Procedure — hen all the data were col¬ 
lected and transformed into uniform terms, the statistical 
evaluations and their graphic representations wore mad© in 
the following order? 
1. Frequency Distributions 
2, Computation of Measures of Central Tendency and 
Dispersion 
3. Plotting of Frequency Distributions 
4, Computation of Coefficients of Correlation 
5* Computation of Equations of Lines of Regression 
6# Plotting of Lines of Regression 
Outline of Discussion — Having completed the statis¬ 
tical determinations and prepared the necessary graphic 
illustrations, it now remained to organise the material 
11 * 
Into logical categories preparatory to discussion# In the 
ensuing discussion, a chapter shall he devoted to each 
major phase of the study# 
/ 
j 
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CHAPTER XIX 
BACEOROOMS ABD 023SR..L HCPOHMATIOB 
CHAPTER XII 
BACKGROUND AND GENERAL INFORMATION 
An examination of the data collected fro® the college 
records reveals several general characteristics pertaining 
to the toacher trainees, their origin and background, and 
the nature of their training* 
Ratio of Men to Hamen — Unlike European countries, 
the United States has a preponderance of women teachers in 
the elementary and the secondary schools* In 1940, the 
ratio of men to women teachers on the secondary level ms 
X 
approximately 1*0 to 1*4 Of the 139 Individuals concerned 
in this study, 42 were men and 97, women; this yeilds a 
ratio of 1*0 to 2*3, indicating a still greater majority of 
women* This is, of course, partly due to the curtailed en¬ 
rolment of men during the war years; however, the need to 
recruit more men teachers is indicated* 
Source of Teacher Trainees — Keeping in mind the 
broad objectives set forth in Chapter II, it seems desir¬ 
able to Investigate the origin of teacher trainees* In 
formulating a recruiting pro ram, it would be useful to 
know the proportion originating in the small towns, in the 
larger toms, and in the cities* This is shorn In Table I* 
The classification used in Table I is the one adopted by 
o 
the Massachusetts Department of Education*10 
(1) Bent, R*K* and Kronenberg, H*H* Principles of 
Secondary Educ tion* p« 520* 
(2) Salaries of Teachers in the Public nchools of 
MaasaohusetTs* MassV b'epiT ojT~M*.i^ullVlio*" &• ' 
TABLE I 
Distribution of Teacher Trainees Originating In 
Communities of Various SIjob* ^ 
rise of Community Frequency Percent 
City 65 47.4 
Towns over 5,000 
population 52 38.0 
Towns under 5,000 
population 20 14. S 
-»Totai 
# 2 cages undetermined — 
137 
no record. 
100 
From Table I it is to bo noted that 47# 4$ of the can-* 
didates came from cities and that 85.4;/ came from cities 
and the larger towns combined# This evidence shows that 
the majority of future candidates will originate in urban 
communities. Furthermore, it is an established fact that 
most teachers receive their first appointments in small 
townsi thus, if 85$ of these individuals come from urban 
enviremments, some attention should be given trainees in 
matters pertaining to adjustment to rural conditions and 
to operational procedures in the small school. 
Distribution of Trainees by Classes — The distribu¬ 
tion of the 159 teacher trainees by classes is shown in 
Table II. It is to bo noted that there is a decline in 
the number of trainees for the years 1944-48 and an influx 
thereafter. This irregularity seems to parallel and 
15 
therefore, to be Influenced by the fluctuation In enrolment 
caused by 3brld $ar II* The substantial increase In enrol- 
ment characterized by the last two years of Table II may be 
an indication of a trend* Should this trend develop, it 
would present an excellent opportunity for tho University 
to exercise a more critical selection of candidates and to 
maintain a higher standard of performance during tho train¬ 
ing period* 
tabu; ii 
Distribution of Toucher Trainees by Classes 
Class Humber of Trainees Percent 
1941 17 12*3 
1942 19 
i 
13*7 
; 1943 17 
r i • f 
12*3 
1944 12 8*6 
1945 13 9*3 
1946 11 7*9 
1947 21 15*1 
1948 29 20*8 
Total 139 100 
Median 17 
16 - 
Remit on Entrance abomination — The distribution of 
Ranks on the Entrance Examination Is shown in Table III# 
TABLE III 
Distribution of Ranks on Entrance Examination 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Interval Frequency Frequency Frequency % 
,900 - 1,000 17 121 100 
*800 • *809 15 104 86 
.700 • .799 11 89 74 
,600 - .699 18 78 65 
.500 - .599 6 60 50 
.400 * .499 14 52 43 
.300 «• .399 8 38 81 
*200 - .2^9 8 30 25 
.100 - *199 15 22 18 
0.000 - .099 7 7 6 
-sTotal 121 dM* 
Median - #603 
e 18 cases undetermined — no record. 
It is not within the scope of this study to determine 
the validity or the reliability of the Entrance Aptitude 
Examination} however? if we assume It to be reliable, we 
see from Table III that there is a wide range in ranks for 
17 
students that elect to train for the teaching profession* 
The median rank of 0*603 is significant in that it indicates 
that at least 50$ of the candidates ranked above 0*600. The 
moan rank for this distribution is 0*550 and the standard 
deviation, 0*208* In relative texms, this moans that at the 
present time a random sampling or a representative group of 
students is being trained for the teaching profession at the 
University. If the University is to train teachers with 
abilities commensurate with the demands of present day soci¬ 
ety, a greator degree of selectivity should bo considered# 
Rank in graduating Class — The distribution of Ranks 
in the Graduating Class la similar to that of the Ranks on 
the Entrance Examination* this Is shown in Table IV* The 
median rank for the distribution ia *535 as compared with 
. 
*603 for the Ranks on the Entrance Examination; the mean 
rank Is *524 compared with *550; the standard deviation, 
*301 compared with .288. Chart I gives a graphical compar¬ 
ison of these two distributions. 
In relative terms, m see from Table IV and Chart I 
that the distribution of Ranks In the Graduating Class sub¬ 
stantiates the observations that had been made under tho 
discussion of the Ranks on the Entrance Examination; le.» 
that a more critical selection of candidates should be ex¬ 
ercised and also that a higher standard of performance be 
maintained during the training process. 
Tabh; lV 
Distribution of Hanks in Graduating Claes 
Interval Frequency 
Cumulative 
Frequency 
Cumulative 
Frequency % 
.900 - X.000 18 121 100 
.600 - .899 10 103 85 
,700 - ,799 15 93 77 
#600 * #699 11 78 65 
#500 - #599 10 67 55 
.400 - .499 12 57 47 
.300 - #399 11 45 37 
#200 — #299 10 34 28 
*100 — *199 10 24 20 
0*000 - *099 14 14 12 
« Total 121 — mm 
Median • #635 
# 18 cases deleted in order to make data comparable to 
Hanks on Entrance Examination. 
Average 4 yr» Grade •«* Since the Average 4 yr# Grade 
is probably the host indicator of academic ability and 
achievement, a frequency distribution of these grades for 
the 139 teacher trainees should Illustrate these qualities 
for the group as a whole# Chart II represents this distri¬ 
bution* In Chart II, a supplementary horizontal scale in 
terms of standard deviation units from the mean has boon 
addedj the moan average 4 yr* grade being 78#20* It is to 
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be noted that the distribution Is nearly normal and hence, 
that approximately 68$ of tho teacher trainees received an 
average grade in the range 72*41 ♦ 84.11, ie*, 78.26 £ 1 </+ 
A range of £ 2 <T, or 66*56 # 89*96, includes approximately 
95$ of thn individuals. 
The above statistical dotorninations indicate that the 
academic ability and achievement of the roup of ta?ainees 
concerned in this study corresponds very closely to a rep¬ 
resentative group of college students* Tho normalcy exhi¬ 
bited in these measures again points out that a random sam¬ 
pling of students is being trained for the teaching profes¬ 
sion at this institution* Had a high degree of selectivity 
* 
been exercised, the distribution of Chart II would have 
boon skewed, possessing higher frequencies in the upper 
part of the grade scale* 
Summary of Chapter — It was found that 85% of the 
te cher trainees came from urban communities* Furthermore, 
since a trainee’s first position will, in the majority of 
cases, be in a small town, some provision for adjustment to 
conditions in the small school and to rural life should be 
made during the training period* 
The Panics on tho Entrance Examination, the Ranks in 
tho Graduating Class, and tho Distribution of the Average 
4 yr* Grades all Indicate that the Individuals training for 
tho teaching profession at the University constitute a rep¬ 
resentative group of college students# Tho need for a more 
- r>2 
selective procedure in choosing candidates is Indicated* It 
was observed that the increase in enrollment during the last 
two years concerned in this study may mark the boginning of 
0 
a trend* Such a trend would make a more selective system 
feasible and would also offer an opportunity to establish 
higher standards during the training process. Thru such Im¬ 
provements , a greater number of superior teachers could be 
produced annually* 
cmma iv 
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CHAPTER IV 
the major fields 
Having determined the general char acteristic© exhibit 
ted by the original data, we are now prepared to examine 
the more specific aspects* The discussion in this chapter 
shall deal with the characteristics that pertain to the ma* 
Jor fields of study* 
Ratio of Liberal Arts to Science Majors *- It Is inter* 
eating to find that the majority of the trainees majored in 
the Liberal £rt®j of the 159 individuals, 100 majored in the 
Liberal $rts and 39 in the Physical and Biological Sciences. 
This yeilds a ratio of approximately 2.6 to 1. Whether or 
not this ratio represents a proper balance la questionable* 
In any event, it should bo observed closely In the future 
In order to insure a sufficient number of Science trainees* 
Distribution of ffpecialigallons ** In accord with the 
above ratio, a distribution of the specialised fteldo of 
study reveals that the two fields with the highest froquen* 
cies were English and History* The distribution con be 
found In Table V* In the Sciences, It Is to be noted, Hath* 
ematlcs was highest with a frequency of 18* 
In connection with the distribution of specializations* 
it also seemed desirable to determine the average number of 
courses that were pursued in each major field* This inf or* 
motion is found in column 3 of Table V* It is to be observed 
that the range in the number of courses was 6*12, with a 
mean of 7*8* 
TABIC V 
Distribution of specialised Fields of Ptudy and the 
Average Humber of Courses Pursued in each Field 
Specialisation 
Average Number of 
Frequency Courses Pursued 
Sngliah 42 9*5 
History 33 3*8 
Mathematics 18 5.9 
Physical ‘ducation 8 12.1 
Psychology 6 7.0 
roology i a 7.5 
Modern Languages 6 9.3 
Chemistry 4 5.3 
French 3 6.7 
Bntomology 2 10.5 
Education 2 5.5 
Botany 2 7.0 
Sociology 1 7.0 
Physics 1 6.0 
Economics 1 8.0 
Agriculture 1 10.0 
Horticulture 1 7.0 
Bacteriology 1 7.0 
Recreational Leadership 1 8.0 
Average Grade in Major «»«• In Chapter III, an Indica* 
tion of general academic ability and achievement of the 
• 26 ** 
teacher trainees wos obtained thru the study of the average 
4 yr. grade* In like manner, an analysis of the Average 
Grade In the Major should reflect the proficiency and the 
scholastic standing of these individuals with respect to 
their specialised fields of study* This distribution of 
the Average Grades In Major is Illustrated by Chart III* 
Here again, a supplementary horizontal scale in terms of 
standard deviation units has been added* The mean grade 
for the distribution was 80*67} the standard deviation, 
6*130. This distribution also approaches the normal, thus 
the customary percent of cases for the various standard 
deviation ranges may be assumed safely. A range of "t 1 <7" 
represents grades from 74.54 to 86.80} a range of ± 2 (?, 
60*41 to 98*93* In Chapter VI, this distribution shall 
be compared with the distributions of the Average 4 yr* 
Grade and the Average Grad© in education* 
The above statistical measures indicate only slightly 
better than average performance for the group as a whole* 
The criticisms presented under the discussion of the Aver* 
ago 4 yr* Grade apply here as well* Th© fre uency curve 
for a select group would show a marked skemes3| since th© 
curvo of Chart III Is nearly normal, it is to be concluded 
that a more stringent ©elective process is needed* 
Summary of Chapter «►«* It was found that the ratio of 
Liberal Arts to Science Majors was 2*6 to 1* This may or 
may not be a proper balance and warrants close attention 

^7 
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in the next few years* 
English and History wore the most frequent speeiali- 
sations for the Liberal Arts students# «hile Mathematics 
was most frequently elected by Science majors* The range 
in the number of courses for the various specialisations 
was 6 to 12 with a mean of 7*8 courses* 
From the study of the distribution of the Average 
Grades in Major it was found that tho statistical dot exa¬ 
minations point out slightly better than average achieve¬ 
ment and ability for* the group as a whole* Again the evi¬ 
dence points to little ox* no selectivity in procurring 
teacher trainees at this institution* 

CEaPT • H V 
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In continuing the investigation of the more specific 
aspects of the original data, Chapter V shall deal ?dih the 
characteristics concerning Professional 'ducation. By fol¬ 
io ’ring a similar procedure to that of the previous chapters, 
an attempt will he made to ascertain the amount and the na¬ 
ture of the professional training of the teacher trainees, 
as well as an indication of the degree of proficiency attain¬ 
ed* Furthermore, the amount and type of training received 
before Practice Teaching was undertaken will be determined# 
ijiounl of Training in Education — The amount of train¬ 
ing In Education received by the trainees can bo illustrated 
by a frequency distribution of the number of courses pursued# 
This is shown in Table VI* It is to bo observed that 59 in¬ 
dividuals, or 42$, had taken five or more courses in Educa¬ 
tion# The average number of courses for the distribution 
was 4#If the median, 4#7* 
/mount of Training before^Practice Teaching — Table VI 
also gives a distribution of the amount of training prior to 
Practice Teaching# The highest frequency in this case was 
48 indicating that approximately 35$ of the trainees had 
taken two courses in Education before their practice teach¬ 
ing experience# The median number of cotirses pursued prior 
to Practice Teaching m© 2#5 
TABul* VI 
Di st ributions of the number of Courses pursued In !5d» 
ucation and the Number of Coursee p rsued prior to Prac¬ 
tice) Teaching 
Humber of Courses 
f 
Total Training 
(Frequency) 
Training before 
Practice Teaching 
(Frequency) 
0 0 *19 
1 4 25 
2 7 48 
3 33 32 
4 36 15 
5 51 mm 
6 6 mm 
7 2 mm 
Total 139 139 
Median 4.7 2.5 
# This includes 10 students mo trained under the 11 One 
Semester ?lanM, ie., ore semester devoted exclusively to 
Courses in Education* 
Type of Training In Education — An insight to the 
type ox training can bo obtained from Table VII .mich rop- 
resents a frequency distribution for the various com*303 
In 'due tv\n that were taken by the trainees • The Table 
is self explanatory# 
Type of Training in '"ducatIon Prior to Practice Teach- 
Iiiwfc h~Tii»h»*«w- rnmwI   ■ ■win w>ig»i<iiin» ...Ml m t MWMi'iM mmppMMI* "mmm 
ing — In order to facilitate comparison, the distribution 
52 - 
/ 
of the courses in Education that were taken prior to Prac¬ 
tice Teaching was incorporated in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
Distributions of Courses in Education and Courses in 
Education pursued prior to Practice Teaching 
Training Before 
Course Total Training Practice Teaching 
(Frequency) (Frequency) 
Practice Teaching 139 
Methods 115 96 
Principles of Secondary 
Education 80 59 
History of Education VO 40 
Curriculum 56 23 
Tests and Measurement 45 58 
Secondary School 
Management 25 25 
Classroom Management 17 11 
Psychology in Teaching 11 
Secondary School 
Administration 6 5 
Vocational Education in 
Agriculture 1 1 
Average Grade in Education In the previous two chap* 
ters, it was found convenient to study the distributions of 
the Average 4 yr« Grade and the Average Grade in the Major 
33 • 
Field In order to obtain an indication of the achievement 
and proficiency of tho trainees# Chart IV, representing 
the distribution of the Average Grade in Education, is pre¬ 
sented her© in a similar manner# The mean grade for the 
distribution was 81.72 and the standard deviation, 5.150# 
Since the curve of Chart IV exhibits normal characteristics, 
the conditions ascribed to the normal distribution apply 
here# A range of i 1 represents grades from 76#57 to 
86.87j a range of ± 2 (T, 71.42 to 92.02# A detailed com¬ 
parison of the distributions of the Average Grade in Edu¬ 
cation, the Average Grade in Major, and the Average 4 yr# 
Grade is given in the next chapter# 
The rather high mean grade and the small dispersion 
of the distribution tend to Indicate that a someifoat higher 
degree of achievement has been realized in Education than 
has been shown in reference to the Average 4 yr# Grade and 
the Average Grade in the Major# However, a wide range of 
ability is still indicated for the group of trainees by the 
normalcy of tho frequency curve* This evidence corrobor¬ 
ates the observations made in the previous two chapters, ie., 
the University is not procurrlng a select group of students 
to train for the profession# 
Summary of Chapter — 42$ of the trainees had taken 5 
# 
or more courses in Education, the median being 4.7# The 
median number of courses pursued prior to Practice Teach¬ 
ing was 2#5 
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Methods, Principles of Secondary Education, History of 
Education, Curriculum, and Teste and Measurement. in that 
order, were the courses most frequently pursued# 
The distribution of the Average Grade in Education sub¬ 
stantiates the findings of the previous chapters in regard 
to selection of candidates# Here again* m find evidence 
that points toward the need for more selectivity# A highly 
select group of trainees should be chosen annually if the 
broad objectives set forth in Chapter IX are to be realised# 
V 
‘1 
CHAPTra VI 
J£X4TX0NUIXF3 
CHAPTER VI 
RELATIONSHIPS 
An analysis of the material that has been described 
in the previous chapters reveals a number of important re* 
lationships# These shall be illustrated in tills chapter 
by a comparison of the frequency distributions, the deter* 
mlnatlon of coefficients of correlation for the various 
combinations of distributions , and the calculation of the 
equations of the lines of regression and their graphic re* 
presentations# 
Comparison of Frequency Distributions *~ A convenient 
method for determining rolatlonshlps among several frequen* 
cy distributions lies in the comparison of their respective 
statistical measures of central tendency and dispersion# 
Table VIII gives a comparison of the means, the standard 
deviations, and the coefficients of variation for the die* 
trlbutions of the Average 4 yr# Grade, the Average Grade in 
Major* and the Average Grade in Education# Since the dis* 
perslon of a distribution is related to the mean of that 
distribution, the standard deviation, alone, often does not 
give a true indication of dispersion# Hence, the coeffl* 
cient of variation (V *c7"i ) has been included in Table 
nxu 
It is to be observed that the moan grade of 81#72 for 
the Education distribution Is the highest of the three and 
that its standard deviation and coefficient of variation 
are the lowest# Thus, the grades In Education are grouped 
38 • 
more closely but this grouping takes place about a higher 
mean than in the case of the other two distributions* 
TABLE Vlll 
Comparison of the Mean, the Standard Deviation, and 
the Coefficient of Variation for the Distributions of the 
Average 4 yr* Grade, the Average Grade in Major, and the 
Average Grade in Education* 
Distribution Mean 
s:raarra-^:,rr,rr=s 
Standard 
Deviation 
Coeff* of 
Variation 
Average 4 yr* Grad® 78.26 5*845 *75 
Average Grade In Major 80.67 6.130 *76 
Average Grade in Education 81*72 5.150 .63 
Chart V represents a graphic comparison of the dlstri* 
buttons of Table VIII* 
Coefficients of Correlation — The coefficients of 
correlation determined for the various combinations of the 
distributions discussed above are as follows; 
Average 4 yr* Grade 
and *69 
Average Grade in Major 
Average 4 yr* Grad© 
and *68 
Average Grade in Education 
Average Grade in Major 
and *48 
Average Grade in Education 
The Correlation Tables raay be found in Appendices III, 
IV, and V, respectively* 

40 
Lines of Regression *- The reader may doubt whether 
the coefficients of correlation are sufficiently largo to 
permit safe prediction; hence, iftien the lines of regression 
were computed and plotted, the standard error of estimate, 
Sy, was utilised to Indicate a range of reliability. In 
this connection, it is to bo remembered that By has the 
same function with respect to the line of regression as has 
<ft the standard deviation, with respect to the frequency 
distribution. Therefore, the probability is approximately 
*68, or 68 chancos In 100, that the predicted value indica¬ 
ted by the line of regression will not bo in error by more 
1 than Sy. A range of i Sy has been indicated on all Charts 
involving lines of regression. 
♦ . * '• 
The lines of regression illustrated in Charts VI, VII, 
and VIII, have been computed directly from the Correlation 
Tables (Appendices III, IV, & V) by finding the best fit¬ 
ting linos to the averages of the columns and rows respec¬ 
tively. It is to be noted that this procedure gives the 
identical lines of regression that would have been obtained 
had a scatter diagram of the original data been employed 
o 
instead of the correlation table* However, it must be 
remembered that from the standpoint of the correlation ta¬ 
ble, the line of regression of y on x estimates the aver- 
. 
(1) Kenny, J.F. Mathematics of Statistics - Part I. 
pp. 180*183. 
(2) Ibid. pp. 199-202. 
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age y for a particular value of x; similarly, the regression 
line of x on y estimates the average x for a particular 
value of y#s In order to facilitate prediction in both di¬ 
rections from one chart, both re res si on lines havo boon 
shonn tfherever possible# Chart VI gives the lines of re¬ 
gression for the average 4 yr# Grade and the Average Grade 
in Major; Chart VII, for the Average 4 yr# Grade and tho 
Average Grade in Education; and Chart VIII, for the Average 
Grade in Major and the Average Grade In Education# Table 
IX is a summary of Charts VI, VII, and VIII# 
Correlation of Hanks in Entrance Examination and Hanks 
in Graduating Class — In Chapter III, a comparison of the 
distributions of the Ranks on the Entrance Examination and 
the Hanks in the Graduating Class was presented# The coef¬ 
ficient of correlation determined for these two distribu¬ 
tions is #49; the standard error of estimate, #261# The 
Correlation Table may be found in Appendix VI# Chart IX 
gives a graphical representation of the line of regression 
of y on x, mono equation is yx ■ #51x f #244# Sinco the 
regression line of x on y sould have no practical value in 
this case, it has been omitted from Chart IX# 
It is to be noted that t S represents #522 units or jy 
slightly more than one-half the entire rang© of ranks# 
Thus, it is apparent that the use of this regression 
(3) Op# cit. p#202# 
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equation for prediction is unwarranted# The Irregular na¬ 
ture of the distribution of ranks* tho large standard error 
of estimate, and the low coefficient of correlation tend to 
Indicate that the sampling of ranks obtained in this study 
>■ •... / 
le not representative of the entire universe of ranks# A 
larger sample would undoubtedly prove to tc more satisfact¬ 
ory# 
Sumary of Chapter — Frm Table VIII and Chart V* it 
was found that a comparison of the distributions of tho va¬ 
rious average grades revealed that all wore normal in char¬ 
acter and that the distribution of the Average Grade in Ed¬ 
ucation possessed the highest mean and the lowest measures 
of dispersion# It will bo remembered that when these dis¬ 
tributions were discussed separately It was found that a 
more selective program of choosing candidates should be 
considered# 
Only a moderate degree of association is indicated by 
the coefficients of correlation that have been determined 
In this chapter# However- use of the standard error of 
estimate permits the use of the correlation coefficients and 
the lines of regression for prediction to a certain degree# 
From Charts VI, VII, and VIII, It is apparent that the 
Average 4 yr# Grade is the best basis for predicting grades 
In Education and in tho Major Fields# In regard to Chart 
IX, it was found that the use of the regression equation to 
estimate position In the Graduating Class from the Ranks on 
48 
the Entrance Examination is wxmwanted* All evidence 
points to the fact that the sample of ranks used in the 
study Is not a representative one* 
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ACTIVITIES 
» 
Then the limitations of this study were discussed in 
Chapter* II, It was emphasised that quantitative college 
records offer but little Information in regard to person¬ 
ality traits and special abilities deemed desirable In 
teachers. However, since some of the more important col¬ 
ic go activities are listed on the records, m may at least 
obtain an indication of the social, scholastic, and athletic 
interacts of the teacher trainees as well as some evidence 
of leadership, administrative ability, and special talents# 
Those shall be discussed below# 
Scholastic Ability — It is significant that 22 of the 
139 trainees, or 16#* were elected to Pill Kappa Phi, the 
national honorary scholastic society# In this regard, an 
average grade of 85#0 or greater for 3 consecutive years is 
the primary requisite for election. 
Expression of Special Talents — A total of 23 records 
showed evidence of special dramatic, oratorical, literary, 
or musical ability# 
Evidence of Leadership — 59 records, or 42%, showed 
evidence of leadership# In this category wore included 
such positions as officers of organisations, clubs, fratern¬ 
ities and sororities, chairmen of the various student cala¬ 
mities, and members of the student government# 
Administrative Ability — The records also shov that 
61 Individuals demonstrated administrative ability by sor- 
• 51 
ving on Important student and atudcnt*f acuity committees 
and by managerial or executive duties on the college news* 
paper, the radio station staff, the yearbook, and the fresh* 
man handbook* fable X below gives a frequency distribution 
✓ 
of Administrative Activity* 
TAbbS X 
Frequency Distribution of Administrative Aetivity 
Humber of Activities Frequency 
Cumulative 
Frequency 
Cumulative 
Frequency % 
mere than 4 4 4 3 
4 1 5 4 
5 7 12 9 
2 20 32 23 
1 29 61 44 
... '.inrgrnsass 
From fable X It is to be noted that 44% of the trainees 
had engaged in at le st one Important administrative activi¬ 
ty during their college careers* 
Social Activities *• It was also Interesting to find 
that 51 trainees or 22% were fraternity members, 55 or 40$ 
were sorority members, and 55 or 58$ were non*members* The 
ratio of members to non*mombers was approximately 1*6 to 1* 
In regard to clubs, it was found that 90% of the train* 
ees wore active members of at least one student club* 
52 
Table XX below repx'Gsenta the frequency distribution of club 
membership* 
TABLE XI 
Frequency Distribution of Club Membership 
Humber of Clubs Frequency 
Cumulative 
Frequency 
Cumulative 
Frequency % 
more than 5 17 17 12 
5 9 se 19 
4 20 46 55 
5 28 74 55 
2 29 105 74 
1 22 125 90 
fuiTiaary of Chapter mm It was found that 16$ of the 
trainees had earned membership to Phi Kappa PM, the na¬ 
tional honorary scholastic society* 42% showed evidence of 
leadership, while an equal number exhibited administrative 
ability* Furthermore, 25 trainees showed evidence of spe¬ 
cial dramatic, oratorical, literary, or musical ability* 
It was also found that the ratio of fraternity and oorori- 
ty members to non-members was 1*6 to 1 and that nearly all 
* 
trainees held membership In at least one student club# 

CHAfT^R mi 
CONCLUSIONS AMD OHMSRAI.I SA7I0MS 
In summation, the following findings and generalisa¬ 
tions based upon this study are presented below: 
!• Ratio of Hon to .men — The ratio of man to we* 
non for the individuals concerned in the study was 1*0 to 
* 
2m3 as compared with 1*0 to 1*4 for secondary school teach- 
ora on a national scale# Tho ratio for tho trainees vms 
partially influenced by the doorcase In the enrolment of 
non during tho war years; nevertheless, tho need to recruit 
more xaon teachers ie indicated# 
2# bourco of Teacher Traineea — 47# 4$ of the train¬ 
ees cams from cities; 38#G$ from to skis of more than 5,000 
population; and 14#6$, from towns of less than 5,000 popu¬ 
lation# Furthermore, it a.e found that since most trainees 
will receive their first appointments in snail toms end 
since 85$ of them originate in cities or large toms, the 
training program should familiarise trainees with condi¬ 
tions in rural ccxcamnitioB and with operating procedures 
in the small school# 
3# Distribution of Trainees by Classes — It was 
found that this distribution was influenced by Vhrld llbr II 
A sharp increase in the number of candidate® resulted in 
the years 1947-48# In anticipation that this increase re¬ 
presents the beginning of a trend, the University should be 
prepared to take full advantage of the opportunity to put 
into effect a more critical system of selection and to 
establish higher standards and a more rigid system of elim¬ 
ination during the training period. 
4. Hanks on htrance lamination and Hanks in Gradu¬ 
ating Class — These two distributions were irregular and 
abnormal in character. The coefficient of correlation was 
only .49 and the standard error of estimate ms very large. 
This evidence Indicates that the ranks utilised In the study 
wore not representative of the entire universe of ranks. 
Therefore, us© of the estimating equation for predicting po¬ 
sition In the Graduating Class is unwarranted. 
6. The Average 4 yr. Grade — The distribution of the 
Average 4 yr# Grade was normal; the mean being 78#26, the 
standard deviation, 5.845# 
6# Ratio of Liberal Arts to Science Majors — This 
ratio was found to be 2#6 to 1#0# English and History were 
the predominant specialisations with respect to the Liberal 
Arts* Mathematics, with respect to the oiences# 
7# The Average Grade in Major — The distribution of 
the Average Grad© in Major me normal# The mean ms 80#67| 
the standard deviation, 6#150# 
8# Amount of Training in Education — Approximately 
42$ of the trainees had pursued 5 or more courses in pro¬ 
fessional education# The median number of courses ms 4#7. 
9# Amount of Training in Education prior to Practice 
Teaching — The average number of Education courses pursued 
— 56 — 
before Practice Tcachin; wag 2| the median, 2#6* 68$ of 
the trainees had taken 2 or more courses prior to their 
Practice Teaching# 
10* Type of Training in Education — In order of high¬ 
est frequency, Methods, Principles of Secondary Education, 
History of Education, Curriculum, and Tests and Measurement 
were the courses most frequently pursued* 
11* Average Grade in Education — The distribution of 
the Average Grade in Education ms also normal j the mean 
was 81*72 and the standard deviation, 6*150* 
12* Comparison of Frequency Distributions — From 
Table VIII it ms found that the distribution of the Average 
t 
Grade in Education compared with the distributions of the 
Average 4 yr* Grade and the Average Grade in Major possessed 
the highest mean and the lowest measures of dispersion* All 
three distributions indicated that the group of trainees 
concerned in this study represent a random or representative 
i 
group of college students* It Is apparent that the Depart¬ 
ment of Education at the University should be more discrim¬ 
inating In choosing candidates and should require a higher 
standard of performance daring the training process* 
13# Coefficients of Correlation — A moderate degree 
of correlation existed between the factors studied; for the 
Average 4 yr* Grade and the Average Grade in Major, *69; 
for the Average 4 yr# Grade and the Average Grade In Educa¬ 
tion, *68; for the Average Grade in Major and the Average 
57 - 
Grade In Education, .48} for the Rank in Entrance Examine* 
tion and the Rank in Graduating Class, .49. 
14. Lines of Regression ** It ms found from Charts 
VI, VII, and VIII that the Average 4 yr. tirade is the best 
basis for predicting grades in Education and In the Major 
Fields, ie., Charts VI and VII are more reliable than Chart 
VIII. 
15. Activities *• It ms found that 62% of the train* 
ees ware members of Fraternities or Sororities, 90% were 
active members of at least one student club, 16$ had die* 
tlnguishod themselves by exceptional scholastic records and 
an equal number exhibited special abilities and talents. 
Furthermore, 42$ demonstrated qualities of leadership and 
44$ indicated administrative ability. 
General Summary •• In general terns, the findings of 
this study show that the teacher trainees at the University 
of Massachusetts receive on adequate amount of proper train* 
ing in Professional Education and in the Major Fields} in 
this respect, they compare favorably with trainees from in¬ 
stitutions of the other states. However, the study has 
brought forth considerable evidence indicating that the Be* 
partraent of Education at the University should employ more 
discriminative measures in Its selection of candidates. 
Furthermore, it was also shown that the establishment of 
stricter standards of performance during the training pro* 
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ceos should follow up this nor© critical system of selec¬ 
tion# Thru these Improvements, a larger percent of superi¬ 
or teachers will he produced annually# 
In regard to recruiting of future candidates, it was 
/ 
found that an effort should ho made to recruit more men 
teachers into the profession# Furthermore, since the ma¬ 
jority of future candidates will originate in urban coubsu- 
nltles and ?dll receive their first positions in small 
toms, it becomes evident that some provision for adjust¬ 
ment to conditions in the small tom and to operating pro¬ 
cedure in the small school will bo necessary In the train¬ 
ing period* 
In the final analysis, it is apparent that the findings 
of this study can materially aid the Department of Education 
at the University to further its recruiting program for fu¬ 
ture teaching personnel, to maintain a high standard of per¬ 
formance during the training process, and to enable a more 
concrete evaluation of the end products# It Is recommended 
that the Department of Education incorporate these findings 
In its operational plans* 
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